1. Man in field with truck; running water; very short;
2. Footage detailing the manufacture of siphon tube irrigation system equipment at Nebraska Plastics Inc.; Man using table saw to saw plastic tubes in half; close-ups of various machinery; woman putting corks into the ends of the plastic tubes; rack of tubes being lifted and dipped into a vat of water to be cooled; close-up of group of factory workers, four women wearing kerchiefs and one man; woman filling tubes with sand and handing them to another worker, who then takes them away;
3. Bag containing plastic irrigation tubes reading “Manufactured by Cozad Implement Co., Cozad, Nebraska”; bag is opened to reveal tubes; man in truck bed throwing plastic tubes out near field’s edge, another man out of truck is grabbing them and tossing them nearer to the crop; man in irrigation ditch places tubes with one end in the water, and one end over the edge of the ditch and into the field; water flowing through a previously dry irrigation ditch; shot of truck driving over plastic irrigation tube to show durability; shots of tubes and the water they siphon into the field;
4. Man laying plastic tarp in ditch; shot of bundles of plastic irrigation tubes;
5. Tractor rolling over plastic irrigation tubes to test durability; man bending tube; shot of various Cozad products, bundles of tubes, etc.;
6. Shot of various Cozad products, bundles of irrigation tubes, etc. with title “Cozad: Nebraska Plastics Inc.” footage of man laying plastic tarp in ditch (same as in reel #4); men demonstrating use of different Cozad products;
7. Shot of various Cozad products with title “Cozad: Nebraska Plastics, Inc.”; footage of man carrying bundle of irrigation tubes and placing them in irrigation ditch; shot of tractor rolling over irrigation tubes to show durability; man twists tube around on itself, bends it, etc. to show durability; little boy helping father with irrigation tubes; end shot of Cozad products;